
p r i n c i p l e s  f o r  m a i n t e n a n c e ,  r e c o n s t r u c t i o n ,
or restoration of problem roads.

By Lloyd W. Swift Jr. and
Richard G. Burns

e believe that the evolvingWconcept of ecosystem man-
agement is a broadened

view of the established discipline and
practice of watershed management. In
watershed management the stream or
river catchment is an integrated unit of
physical and biological components
linked by the delivery, storage, trans-
port, and use of water. Ridgeline is
linked to midslope, which is linked to
bottomlands, which are linked to the
aquatic zone. Water carries nutrients,
assists in the spread and nourishment
of organisms, and is a key agent in the
formation of  topography and soils  that
support  a  watershed and i ts  ecosystem.
As in any linked system, management
actions that affect  any single part  of an
ecosystem are, in turn, likely to affect
other parts. Traditionally, watershed
management has focused on water
quality and the human activities that

affect it. Ecosystem management
broadens that focus to emphasize,
equally, other elements of the forest
ecosystem that have often been ig-
nored or overlooked.

In the Appalachian Mountains,
large storms that initiate landslides are
the major, albeit infrequent, natural
cause of disturbed ecosystems (Neary
et al. 1986),  and these events do result
in lowered water quality from forested
lands (Patric  1976). Of the various
forestland management activit ies,  road
management poses the greatest risk of
ecosystem disturbance as revealed by
degradation of water quality. Best
management practices (BMP) are de-
rived from the concept that by con-
trolling water volume and velocity on
the land, we can maintain water qual-
i ty  in  the  aquat ic  system.

Road management in the Ap-
palachian Mountains is complex be-

The local community had used this orphan road for a long time, but it was not main-
tained by any organization or desired by the landowner. Efforts to halt erosion by
closing this roadway were resisted by the county government, which initially was
also unwilling to assume responsibility for its restoration and maintenance.
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cause of the mixture of ownerships and
the age of the roads, some of which were
laid more than 100 years ago. Often,
these older roads were built along river
and s t ream bot toms on s i tes  that  today
would not even be considered, given
present BMPs.  However, such stream-
side roads s t i l l  exis t  in  the Appalachian
landscape, and many are still in use.
How can a land management unit con-
taining such roads redesign,  reconstruct ,
or restore roads that cause major ecosys-
tem disturbance?

Problem Roads
Some forest roads were designed, or

have been redesigned, to meet estab-
lished BMPs.  Road design guidelines
have evolved as our understanding of
the forest hydrologic system has im-
proved. Over the past 30 years, signifi-
cant progress has been made by man-
agers who have used BMPs  to locate,
construct, and maintain forest roads in
ways that protect water quality.
Changing attitudes, experience, and
technical expertise have raised the
quality of new and reconstructed
roads. Government agencies, indus-
tries, and public interest groups now
have hydrologists ,  soi l  scient is ts ,  geolo-
gists, fisheries and wildlife biologists,
and archeologists  who bring talent  and
excellence to road planning. They can
work with the foresters and engineers
who implemented road management
policies in the past. Agencies and in-
dustries without such resources have
training and consultants  available.

Some roads now in use were not
built on the best locations, or they
were constructed and maintained
using designs not  acceptable by today’s
standards. Despite our technical exper-
tise, forest road systems built before
BMPs  may be prohibitively expensive

This long-established road is too close to a stream,and sediment flowed from

the roadbed into the channel during storms. The roadside berm was constructed

of gravel during regrading and now prevents storm runoff from entering Curtis

Creek. Runoff and sediment flow along the road’s edge to a disposal site away

from the stream.

to move to better locations, even
though their impacts on ecosystem
health are unacceptable. Within Forest
Service jurisdictions, sufficient financ-
ing has not been available for major re-
placement or reconstruction of below-
standard road systems, even roads nec-
essary for public access or for forest
management and protection. Available
funds can only partially remediate
high-priority problem sites.

Abandoned “orphan” roads often
have negative impacts on both terres-
trial and aquatic ecosystems. Isolated
sections of problem roads that are no
longer accessible because the road was
closed or partially obliterated may be
causing undesirable impacts on ecosys-
tem health. Historic-use rights block
the legal closure of some roads, many
with unclear ownership, even when
they are causing unacceptable damage.

Classes of Roads
Rural roads are classified by use

level  and physical  condit ion.  Arter ia l  OY
collector roads  form a connecting trans-
portation network that carries high
volumes of traffic. Usually two-lane
roads with an all-weather gravel sur-
face, they may be open to traffic year-
round and interconnect other roads.
Local roads generally are single-lane
graveled  or dir t  roads that  usually carry
little traffic and may dead-end. They
may be open year-round but impass-
able in wet weather. Many are rough-
surfaced and suitable only for high-
clearance or all-wheel-drive vehicles.
Orphan roads are abandoned or not
maintained by any landowner, govern-
ment entity, or group of users. They
may be passable only for off-road vehi-
cles,  if  at  all .  They may receive only the
minimum maintenance required for
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A turnout intercepts storm runoff in a roadside ditch and directs water into a
sediment trap away from the road and stream. The pit was dug by backhoe during
scheduled maintenance and reconstruction of the roadbed.

passage provided by infrequent users.
Because of this lack of attention, sec-
tions of  orphan roads commonly cause
substantial  adverse impacts to adjacent
water resources.

Road class directly influences our
choice of treatment option: reloca-
tion, reconstruction, or closure. Arte-
rial and collector roads will seldom be
closed, even in resource-damaging lo-
cations. As long as the costs for relo-
cation and new construction are
higher, reconstruction is the likely
choice. For local roads, permanent or
seasonal closure may be the choice, if
such action is legally feasible. Design-
ing a replacement in a better location
is preferable to attempting to repair a
poorly designed road on an inappro-
priate site. Orphan roads should be
permanently closed, if legally possi-
ble, unless a responsible individual or
organization is willing to reconstruct
and maintain them.

Reconstruction
When the decision is made to up-

grade a road, portions may be recon-
structed, other sections relocated, and
the abandoned sections closed. The
treatment selected will depend on
road type, cost of implementing treat-
ment, and funding. Closing an aban-
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doned road section without restora-
tion to a more natural hydrologic con-
dition may not arrest the adverse im-
pacts. A road analysis procedure can
help landowners and managers decide
between relocation and reconstruction
and determine which would have the
most positive or least negative effect.
For instance, light reconstruction may
have fewer negative impacts if  less soil
would be disturbed.

The landowner or manager must
consider several factors when selecting
treatments for roads that must be kept
open. Experience and studies have es-
tablished that early application of
grass and gravel on forest access roads
greatly reduces sediment output (Swift
1984). The type of vehicle and traffic
volume using the road will determine
road width and grade, season of use,
and surfacing needed to reduce ero-
sion and provide safe passage.

The basic objective is to eliminate
or minimize each direct connection
between storm flow from the road
and nearby streams. One method is
to disperse storm water from the
roadway as often as possible to mini-
mize the volume of runoff leaving the
road a t  any one point .  Another
method is to divert storm water into
a sediment trap before road runoff

reaches the stream channel.
In the past, when roads were con-

structed adjacent to streams and rivers,
drainage was intentionally designed to
dump storm runoff and sediment into
the channels. A better design will di-
rect storm water to places where it can
infiltrate the soil and drop most of its
sediment load before reaching the
stream. The undisturbed forest floor is
an excellent buffer to trap and filter
sediment from storm water (Swift
1986). Generally, soils in the Ap-
palachian Mountains are porous and
exhibit high infiltration rates. Storm
runoff can be handled by forcing it off
the road in reduced volumes that limit
impacts at each outlet and by divert-
ing it to areas where it cannot reach
the stream.

Small volumes of water are easier to
control and have lower sediment
transport capacity. Where a road is
close to a stream, runoff should be
kept on the road until it can be re-
leased onto a filtering site. Berms-
low mounds of soil or gravel built
along the edge of a road-keep the
storm water temporarily on the road-
way and extend along the road until a
suitable infiltration or sediment trap
site is reached. Berms are constructed
high enough to contain the storm
water and with enough width and
coarse material to withstand the erod-
ing force of flowing water. Berms also
are used over culvert  crossings to keep
storm runoff from going directly into
the channel. Unless there is grade sag
at the crossing, runoff may be routed
along the roadbed to a functioning in-
filtration site away from the stream.

Natural berms may develop with
use along roads at undesirable loca-
tions and will trap runoff on the road
instead of allowing drainage to dis-
persed places on the forest floor. Nat-
ural berms may develop from im-
proper road grading or gradual en-
trenchment of the road below the sur-
rounding terrain. During mainte-
nance, a manager may choose to re-
move an entire berm or cut channels
or weeps through i t  at  s i tes  selected to
release runoff away from a stream.

Sediment traps, or settling basins,
placed in ditches or at the ends of
turnouts will reduce the velocity of



the storm water so that much of the
suspended sediment wil l  be de-
posited. These structures simply may
be holes dug into the ground, but
one should avoid the temptation to
pile the loose soil removed from the
hole around its edge to gain greater
capacity; such a “dam” could fail
when overtopped. Basin size depends
on the volume of water to be treated
(which can be estimated), but larger
traps last longer. The greater the ca-
pacity of the trap relative to the vol-
ume of storm flow, the finer the sed-
iment particles that will be trapped.
Ideally, traps should be designed not
to overflow during an expected
storm, thus keeping all the sediment
out of the stream. To be ready for all
but the larger storms, traps should be
cleared of sediment when they are
half full.

Insloping and crowning a roadbed
for drainage are typically used to
force storm water to a ditch on the
inside edge of the roadbed. However,
inside ditches require maintenance
and are additional sources of eroded
soil. Adding large rocks to the ditch
base can reduce erosion. Alterna-
tively, storm water can be removed
from the road if a short section of re-
verse grade is created to intercept
water and sediment moving along the
roadbed and force it off the outside
edge of the road; from there it infil-
trates the forest floor. A reverse grade
can be constructed as the hump sec-
tion of a broad-based or rolling dip or
by following the terrain to undulate
the road grade (Hewlett and Dou-
glass 1968). Inslopes  or outslopes-
road surfaces that angle toward the
inside or outside road edge-and re-
verse grade sections can be created
when the road surface is regraded or
by importing new roadbed material.

Ditches concentrate storm flow
and commonly are designed to direct
water into streams and intermittent
channels. We prefer to direct water
into sediment traps or onto areas
where it will infiltrate. The objective
is to minimize the amount of ditch
water that flows directly into streams.
Long ditch lines should be broken
into shorter sections by constructing
additional drains that will both re-

duce the volume of flow and generate
smaller amounts of transported sedi-
ment.  Ditch outlets or turnouts
should be constructed where they will
empty into selected areas where water
cannot immediately reach the stream.
Relief culverts may be needed to pass
water from one side of the road to in-
filtration areas or sediment traps on
the downslope side.

Stream crossings are the major
source of sediment. Road sections
near crossings were often constructed
with ditches that drain directly into
the channels. Additional ditch outlets

Water and sediment control prac-
tices used on local or lower-class
roads are similar to those used on ar-
terial or collector roads. However, be-
cause local roads typically have less
traffic, and the vehicles may have
more ground clearance and travel at
slower speeds, the road surface on a
lower-class road may be rougher and
grade changes more abrupt. With
slower speeds, outsloping and broad-
based dips can be used safely. Dip
outlets should be located to avoid
placing road runoff into intermittent
or flowing channels.

The broad-based dip is a road drainage structure that places a reverse grade in
the roadbed. The dip is designed to intercept and turn storm runoff from the
outsloped roadbed and onto the forest floor, where the water infiltrates and
sediment is trapped. The broad-based dip,a less abrupt structure than the
typical waterbar, may be traversed by highway vehicles when the roadbed is dry.

or relief culverts installed outside the
stream-crossing zone will intercept
ditch runoff and minimize sediment
carried to the stream. Roads often
have a low point-a grade sag-at
the channel crossing that causes
storm runoff on the roadbed to flow
from both directions toward and into
the stream. Raising the road surface
over the crossing will direct road
runoff away from the stream and re-
duce sediment loading. Where there
is no grade sag, berms can be built to
pass the road runoff across the chan-
nel area to a suitable disposal site.

Restoration
Restoration of an orphan road by

closure assumes that the landowner
can legally and permanently close the
road to further use. Available treat-
ments are similar to those used for
open roads, except that practices can be
more abrupt. A water bar, for example,
can be very high if no vehicles need to
cross it. Although only portions of a
road are causing problems, the entire
road should be treated before closure
while i ts  ful l  length is  accessible.

Primary objectives during restora-
tion are to eliminate surface erosion
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and create a more natural site hydrol-
ogy. Exposed bare soil must be revege-
tated  to protect it from accelerated sur-
face erosion. The existing roadbed is
loosened to prepare a seedbed.  Vegeta-
t ion,  seed,  fert i l izer,  and l ime selections
should be based on climate and soil
analyses for the site. Vegetation might
not become established if surface
runoff is not controlled by practices
described earlier.

Revegetation will increase soil infil-
tration rates. When increased infiltra-
tion and runoff dispersion reduce
storm runoff and lengthen the time
rain takes to reach the channel, peak
stream flow rates will decline and the
watershed’s hydrologic function effec-
t ively wil l  be restored.

Each stream crossing must be re-
stored to a stable, noneroding condi-
tion and restructured to safely pass
projected storm flows. Occasionally,
stream flow has been “captured” by a
road crossing and the old roadway be-
comes an eroding channel.  Restoration
includes placing the flow back in its
natural channel.

Conclusion
Although the experience and exam-

ples noted here are from the southern
Appalachians, the principles and prac-
tices could apply wherever storms and
roads are placing sediment in the
stream and where the forest floor has
the capability to absorb and filter
runoff from roads. Formal road analy-
sis procedures, soon to be applied to
national forest lands, also may be a
useful tool on other government and
industrial ownerships, as well as for
consultants who assist nonindustrial
forestland owners. Analysis procedures
can be used not only to identify roads
that cause problems within a water-
shed ecosystem but also to help land-
owners and managers weigh possible
ecosystem damage against  the demand
for the road and the costs of various
treatment and management alterna-
tives.  As management challenges grow
more complex, we must strike an ac-
ceptable balance between reasonable
cost and tolerable resource damage.
Such information can help form the
basis for setting priorities and seeking
funding for redesign, reconstruction,

or restoration actions. In some cases,
high-priority action will be indicated
for a road, but traditional sources of
funding may not be available.

Some will find the task of identify-
ing harmful road design and construc-
tion-even road system repair-dis-
couraging. Forest road problems may
be hidden in the woods. Society must
recognize that ecosystem damage
wrought by forest roads cannot be re-
versed overnight. Old sediment de-
posits in the streams and rivers will
take a long time to flush. We must
identify established gullies or erosion
pathways that lead to forest streams,
facilitate their healing, and allow dis-
turbed riparian zones to recover. Such
condit ions have lef t  long-term wounds
that will be slow to heal.

Proven methods for road repair and
minor redesign can help restore
aquatic ecosystem function and im-
prove water quality. Actions to divert
sediment-carrying storm flow away
from streams, lakes, and rivers can be
accomplished with low-cost, supple-
mental spending during routine main-
tenance activities. In short, the tech-
nology exists  to raise the qual i ty of  wa-
tershed and ecosystem management in
the Appalachians.
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point out, the benefits of growth ac-
crue to the few, while the burdens fall
on the general public.

But I  do not  wri te  to persuade disbe-
lievers.  If  you see the growth of human
numbers and consumption as advanta-
geous,  I  could only wish your view were
valid. A study commissioned by Nega-
tive Population Growth evaluated the
probable results a century hence were
current growth trends of Japan and the
United States to continue. Conclusion:
Japan’s human numbers would decline
almost 60 percent to 55 million, ours
would r ise to 750 mil l ion.  Japan’s future
would be brighter-still a world eco-
nomic leader, highly automated, its
work force technically advanced, .its
countryside more open and attractive.
Intractable troubles would beset an
America with 750 million inhabitants. I
recall Emmanuel Fritz as the forester
speaking out most forcefully for popu-
lation limitation: “Control population
or you’re dead.”

My point  is  that  we conservat ionis ts
should commit ourselves to having
some influence on our government’s
population policies. We are an institu-
tionalized society; alone, you can fret
but accomplish little. Rather, join one
of the politically active organizations
that  seek goals  such as a  nat ional  com-
mission on optimal population size,
limitation of immigration, or repro-
ductive rights for women.

If the millions of conservationists
and other scientific-minded individu-
als participated at some level to influ-
ence the Congress, that body might
move off dead-center with respect to
growth issues. Remember, if we don’t
have a population policy,  we don’t  have
a conservat ion policy.

 R. Ross
Corvallis,  Oregon

Setting the Record Straight
We would like to set the record

straight regarding an American Forest
and Paper Association (AF&PA)  ad for
the Sustainable  Forestry Ini t ia t ive (SFI)
in the May issue. The ad names many
major environmental groups, implying
their recognition and endorsement of a
forest sustainability award for SFI. Our

organizations do not endorse the pro-
gram, award, or any environmental
claims arising from them.

In our view, SFI’s  principles and
guidelines are far too broad and open-
ended to be truly meaningful, and
there are few fixed, on-the-ground per-
formance requirements. SF1  does not
require independent verification of
company field performance or compli-
ance claims, and few companies have
opted for it. It is not a transparent
process,  and only aggregated industry-
wide performance trends and selected
anecdotes are offered to the public.

Because we seek a much higher
standard, our organizations encourage
forest management certification ac-
cording to the more rigorous and veri-
fiable standards of the Forest Steward-
ship Council (FSC), the most broadly
supported forest certification program
in the world. We invite progressive
AF&PA  members to join the growing
number of forestry companies, includ-
ing some from AF&PA, that are now
participating in the FSC program.

Kate Heaton
Natural  Resources  Defense  Council

San Francisco

Nichoh  Brown
World Wildlife  Fund

Washington,  DC

Steven Shimberg
National  Wildlife  Federation

Washington,  DC

Spencer  Phil l ips
The Wilderness Society

Crajsbury  Common, Vermont

Brent Blackwelder
Friends of the Earth

Washington,  DC

Melanie Gr@n
Sierra CLu  b

Washington,  DC

Declare Peace
The contrast between Banzhaf’s

commentary (“Civil Stewardship for
Stewards of the Forest”) and Mater’s
perspective (“A Call to Arms”) in the
June issue is striking. I found Mater’s
war analogy distinctly at odds with the
facts of her message. If foresters are

outnumbered 350 to one, if other nat-
ural resource professions are alarmed
about forest practices, and if only 10
percent  of  those dependent  on the t im-
ber economy understand the relation-
ship between the forest and their pay-
check, why would anyone declare war
against such odds? And why would
anyone simultaneously discard their
most effective weapon by describing
the forestry profession as having been
“stuck too long in the rut  of  ‘educating’
the public  and doing public  relat ions”?

Mater is correct in encouraging for-
estry professionals  to  become act ivis ts ,
and to recognize the importance of
emotions along with science,  but  she is
dead wrong to suggest that we should
be embracing propaganda, developing
sound bites,  and focusing on Earth Day
2000. The issues and the public are not
that simplistic. Environmental ac-
tivism’s successes are the direct  result  of
grassroots commitment and dedicated
leadership,  which flow from passion for
a cause-passion that is tempered by a
blend of science and emotion.

Making war, becoming entrenched,
and dropping pamphlets  on the
“enemy” are not strategies for success.
They are, however, wonderful strate-
gies for  increasing the opposit ion’s pas-
sion. Admitting that we can do better,
developing environmental partner-
ships,  investing in research and educa-
tion, and sacrificing short-term gains
for a healthy environmental future are
the only strategies open to any profes-
sion as beleaguered and misunderstood
as Mater believes forestry to be. How
about declaring peace and starting to
work together for something bigger
than simply defending the very systems
that  nurtured today’s confrontat ions?

Will  LaPage
HoLden,  Maine
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